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Greetings Dear IJONTE Readers, 
  

Looking to the recent history of IJONTE it is clear that there is a growing concern of balancing new media in 

regular education; at one side there is a quickly-growing repertoire of media channels like now the mobile-, 

and the virtual 3D spaces. At the other side teacher become more and more critical on what media and its 

endemic communication styles are useful in education. It is not only a matter of style that decides upon the 

degree of media integration in schools; it is the outcome of a continuous awareness on what types of learning 

processes we consider as foreground and which as background. 

  

In order to illustrate that this distinction is not a trivial one, let’s question why a teacher, be it in secondary- or 

in higher education, would allow social media applications like Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn in the arena of 

learning and teaching? And in order to even increase the magnitude of this question, we land at the more 

fundamental question whether learners should be allowed to use perceptual-, memory- or mental artefacts? 

Or: Should we encourage learners to learn primarily in social contexts, or: should we only allow them to use the 

social media in the stage of practicing as we claim in collaborative learning, while claiming that the assessment 

stage will be individual and without intelligent artifacts like the smart phone? Etc. 

  

In summary we may be proud that IJONTE has taken up the challenge of provocating these tickling questions. 

Its main message is that media and new trends are entangled aspects of education. Teachers are the crucial 

players; it is never too late to allow new trends to enter in your classroom. Any argument can be used to decide 

upon media integration. The newest understanding is that learners needs to regain ownership; in that sense 

the mobile devices like smart phones and online PDAs are likely to penetrate the schools if we like it or not. 

  

We trust you find this Issue exciting and enjoy reading the articles. 

A prosperous New Year 2011 to all you. 
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